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From: Sara Turner
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 12:56 PM
To: Ruggles&Stopitall
Subject: Cloe the Cleveland Bay
Hi Karen
Hope you had a great Christmas and have a happy (and
busy!!) New Year.
I thought you might be interested in a couple of photos of
Cloe's tail.
The first pic is just after I had bought her last summer
(about June) and had just started using your Ruggle-it oil.
The second is taken this New Years Eve, when I had been messing about with her and grooming. I just
wondered if we had grown enough tail to plait - please excuse the state of the plait but gloomy stable light
and cold wet fingers didn't help!!
I can't believe how well the oil has worked, not only clearing up the sore scabby patches from sweet itch
[summer itching], but the whole of her dock was swollen and sore [badly irritated] and is now normal.
People who have seen Cloe can't believe how different she looks and at some point I'll get some decent
photos taken of 'the whole horse' and send these on.
Here's hoping we've found the coping mechanism we need for when this years sweet itch season arrives!
Love
Sara Xx
Many thanks to Mrs Turner, Halifax, W. Yorks for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones received in writing will be
considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted
testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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